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Stage 1 growth to > 100,000 ounces creates +$300 million value
Resources grew to ~7 million ounces, reserve update due Jan 21
Stage 2 growth to > 200,000 ounces pa add potential +$600 million
Exploration success the key to growth

Wiluna Mining Corporation has set a blistering pace in 2020 renovating
Australia’s 7th largest gold camp with resources now greater than 7
million ounces. Reserves of at least 800,000 ounces at 4.7gpt are
expected in January of 2021 underpinning Stage 1 annual production
of 100,000 ounces at All In Sustaining Costs (AISC) of A$1620/ounce.
The company has stabilised its current free milling operations so they
are reliably producing 15,000 ounces per quarter and A$4 million
operating cashflow per month which along with current cash of A$11
million and an expected A$40 million loan from Mercuria fully fund
Stage 1 production capital expenditure of A$81 million.
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Arlington model Stage 1 at an 8% discount rate, A$2500/ounce gold
price for a Net Present Value (NPV) of A$319 million with annual
cashflow of A$80 million.
Wiluna is planning to complete studies for Stage 2 in 2021. Arlington
model an additional A$130 million of capital spend for total annual
production of 200,000 ounces at A$1600/oz AISC adding A$673
million of NPV and doubling annual cashflow to A$160 million.
Exploration success will continue to be the main game for Wiluna
shareholders following up impressive drill results in 2020 like 10.84
metres at 29.39gpt announced on October 27th next to existing Wiluna
mine infrastructure.
Arlington believes it is only a matter of time and drilling dollars
invested until Wiluna adds reserve and resources consistent with
Wiluna’s 3 million sulphide ounces mined at 7gpt. The average
historical mined sulphide grade of Wiluna at 7gpt is significantly higher
than current reserve and resource inventory.
Let the drill bit do the talking.

Prepared by Arlington Group Asset Management Limited
47/48 Piccadilly, London, W1J 0DT
See important disclosures at end of this report
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Introduction
Wiluna Mining Corporation (ASX:WMX) owns and operates the Wiluna Gold Operation
located near the town of Wiluna in the Eastern Goldfields of Western Australia (Figure
1). The project comprises some 1,600km2 of tenements and associated mining
infrastructure including extensive underground and open pit workings, a 2.1Mtpa CIL
milling and processing facility, tailings storage facility and ancillary water and power
supply.
Figure 1 : Wiluna Mining Operation Location Plan

Source : WMX Press Release
The Wiluna gold deposits are categorised as orogenic gold deposits, hosted within the
Wiluna Domain of the Wiluna Greenstone Belt, with similarities to many other gold
deposits in the Yilgarn region and to other greenstone belts around the world. Rocks in
the Wiluna Domain have experienced greenschist-facies regional metamorphism and
brittle and ductile deformation. The Wiluna Domain is comprised of a sequence of
basalts and high-magnesian basalts, with intercalated felsic intrusions, lamprophyre dykes,
metasediments, and dolerites.
Mineralisation at Wiluna is principally controlled by shear zones which have variable
strike and dip orientations and typically flex along strike and down dip. These flexures,
in conjunction with favourable host rock composition, act to form dilational zones of
brittle fracture that host the best ore zones.
WMX is currently mining from the Williamson open pit at the Lake Way Mining Centre
and from the Golden Age and Lennon underground areas at the Wiluna Mining Centre.
Production is focused on non-refractory ore types (free milling) that can be processed
through the existing CIL plant. For the quarter ending September 30 2020, WMX
produced 13,360oz at AISC of A$2,012/oz. For FY2020, the operation produced 61,885
oz at AISC of A$1,950/oz from three open pits and from the Golden Age underground
zone. Production guidance for FY2021 is 62koz at AISC of A$1,950. Almost all of this
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material will be sourced from the Williamson open pit as the Company transitions into
the Stage 1 sulphide operation.
The Company is undertaking feasibility and engineering work to support a staged
development to produce between 100,000ozpa to 120,000ozpa through a newly
constructed 750ktpa flotation plant that will produce gold in concentrate (Stage1). Feed
will be sourced from a number of areas underground at the Wiluna Mining Centre and
will mostly comprise sulphide (refractory) ore (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Updated
Resources and Reserves to support the Stage 1 operation are expected in January 2021.
The flotation plant is expected to be commissioned in October 2021.
Ultimately, the Company plans to increase production from underground to 250,000ozpa
(Stage 2) and is undertaking major drilling and underground dewatering and rehabilitation
programs to support this. It is anticipated that sufficient Reserves will be defined to
enable a significant increase in production by early 2024.
Figure 2 : Wiluna Gold Project Stage 1 Underground Mining Areas within Overall
Resource.

Source : WMX Press Release
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Figure 3 : Oblique Section showing Stage 1 Underground Mining Areas
(coloured) and Historic Workings (grey)

Source : WMX Press Release

Resource Update
A total of 45,100m of additional drilling was completed up to 30 June 2020. This drilling
data supported the release of an updated Mineral Resource Statement (see ASX
announcement on 30 September 2020).
The focus on the drilling has been to increase the level of confidence in the Mineral
Resource at the Wiluna Mining Centre such that Indicated Resources can be used to
generate Probable Reserves that will support the updated Stage 1 mining plan. The
drilling has been focused on defining higher grade zones that are close to existing
underground workings, thus allowing rapid and cost effective underground access. This
is a sensible strategy that should allow Reserves proximal to accessible underground
workings to be extracted with minimal underground development.
The drilling program has been successful in upgrading existing Inferred Resources to
Indicated Resources.
The overall Indicated and Inferred Resource for all deposits at a 1.00g/t Au lower cut off
grade totals 108Mt at 2.03g/t Au for 7.02Moz (Table 1). If low grade tailings and
stockpiles are removed, the total Indicated and Inferred Resource at a 1.00g/t Au lower
cut off grade is 71.78Mt at 2.75g/t Au for 6.35Moz.
The Wiluna Mining Centre total Indicated and Inferred Resource at a 1.00g/t lower cut
off grade is 60Mt at 2.99g/t Au for 5.78Moz. At a higher lower cut off grade of 2.5g/t
Au, the total Indicated and Inferred Resource for the Wiluna Mining Centre is 26.9Mt at
4.89g/t Au for 4.24Moz (Table 1).
The change in resources from 2019 to 2020 is predominantly because of standardisation
and enhanced modelling of the Wiluna deposits due to the following:•

Addition of 45,137m of RC (27,673m) and diamond core (17,464m) resource
development drilling.
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•

Standardisation of modelling approach for all deposits, many of which were
previously modelled by multiple operators and consultants.

•

Historical data validation and inclusion of significant zones of mineralisation evident
in historical drilling outside of previous models.

•

Modelling of a lower-grade halo (>0.2g/t Au) which better reflects geological and
structural contacts (Figure 4).

•

Modelling of internal higher-grade zones (>2g/ Au ) to avoid grade smearing between
high grade domains. Previous models used a variety of grade boundaries for
modelling underground resources, some of which were higher than 2g/t Au.

Table 1 : Wiluna Gold Project Updated Mineral Resource Summary

Source : WMX Press Release
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A minimum down hole length of 2m was used with no edge dilution. To allow for
continuity, up to 2m of internal dilution was included in some intersections. In situations
where the structural continuity of the lode was interpreted to persist, lower grade assays
were included within the halo lodes.
The Wiluna deposits were modelled using five block models to accommodate the large
scale of the lodes. Parent block sizes were based on drill hole spacing and the output
from KNA analyses and varied in size from 10mN by 5mE by 5mRL or 10mN by 10mE
by 5mRL. Block models were rotated where necessary to align with the overall strike of
the lodes.
Figure 4 : Section through Bulletin Deposit showing 0.2g/t Au and 2.0g/t Au
Wireframes.

Source : WMX Press Release
Ordinary kriging (OK) was used for the grade interpolation and the wireframes were used
as a hard boundary for the grade estimation of each domain.
Of the five block models, the vast majority of the tonnes are contained within three of
the models, namely Wiluna North (Bulletin, Happy Jack, Essex, Calais, Burgundy,
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Woodley and Baldric deposits ), Wiluna West (Adelaide, Semaphore, Indigo, Moonlight,
Lonehand and Squib Deposits) and Wiluna South (East Lode and West Lode) (Figure 5
and Figure 6).
The resources at Wiluna have been estimated with the benefit of significant amounts of
drilling data as well as previous and current production data. The modelling and
estimation approach taken by WMX is standard industry practice and appropriate to the
style of mineralisation. The resource estimates are considered robust.
The main risk to the resource estimates appears to be the incompleteness of accurate
locations of historic underground workings. This is probably due to incomplete or
inaccurate historical data. In addition, it is not known whether or not many of the stopes
were backfilled and if so, with what material.
Figure 5 : Plan showing Main Mining Areas at the Wiluna Mining Centre.

Source : WMX Press Release
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Figure 6 : Long Section showing Relative Locations of Main Mining Areas at the
Wiluna Mining Centre.

Source : WMX Press Release

Potential Stage 1 Reserves
Total Indicated Resources at a 2.5g/t Au lower cut-off grade for the Wiluna Mining
Centre have been estimated as 12.53Mt at 5.25g/t Au for 2.114 Moz (Table 1). These
Indicated Resources form the basis for the estimation of Reserves at the Wiluna Mining
Centre, which will provide the flotation feed for Stage 1.
Updated Reserves and a mining schedule are expected to be released by WMX in January
2021. According to Company guidance, Reserves estimated to support the Stage 1 mine
plan will be approximately 5.5Mt at a grade of approximately 4.7g/t Au for approximately
835,000oz, mainly from the Happy Jack, Bulletin and Bulletin South areas. This Reserve
grade compares favourably with the average Reserve grade of Australian underground
operations of approximately 3.25g/t Au (S&P Global Market Intelligence) and Canadian
underground operations of approximately 4.3g/t Au (Table 2).
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Table 2 : 2019 Reserves of Selected Canadian Mines
Company
Ticker
KL
KL
PAS
PAS
NEM
NEM
McEwen
GWA
Alamos
KL
Average
Total

Deposit
Name
Holt
Hislop
Timmins West
Bell Creek
U/G
Open pit
Black Fox
Bradshaw
Young-Davidson
Maccassa
(Underground only)
All

Tonnes
MMt
5.432
0.176
5.200
4.700
5.300
49.000
0.345
1.787
37.710
3.593
64.243
113.243

Grade
g/t
4.00
5.80
3.04
3.15
6.66
1.06
5.73
4.82
2.60
21.23
4.26
2.88

Ounces
Oz
702,000
33,000
508,300
476,000
1,150,000
1,670,000
63,000
277,100
3,146,000
2,453,000
8,808,400
10,478,400

Source : Gary O’Connor
Preliminary stope designs indicate average widths of 5m, with some much larger,
supporting the concept of longhole open stoping as the preferred mining method for the
majority of the reserves. Longhole open stoping is a common and cost-effective method
of underground ore extraction that allows high production levels and is relatively
selective. In addition, stopes can be mined from the top down. This method is
appropriate for the mineralised zones at Wiluna, which are relatively wide with steep dips,
provided that the stopes have down plunge continuity. Longhole open stoping also
allows the economic cut-off grade to be relatively low. Narrow or shallow dipping zones
are not generally suitable for this stoping method.
The ultimate goal is to generate reserves sufficient for at least 4 years of production from
Stage 2.
Mining studies are currently underway and are being conducted by WMX with the
assistance of external consultants. These studies will assess various mining options
ranging from selective high-grade stoping, underground bulk mining, open pit methods,
or a combination of these options. The Reserves to be announced in January 2021 may
therefore differ from those estimated above, particularly considering that the underlying
Resources will be updated using all drilling completed between June and September 2020.
The various studies and optimisation assessments include the following:•

Comminution options assessment.

•

Scoping level plant design and cost.

•

Stoping methods option studies to determine preferred methods for the range of
mineralisation widths and orientations across the 3.5km strike length of the system.

•

Paste fill plant design and reticulation options.

•

Metallurgical optimisation for expanded plant design.
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At the time of writing, the Company has completed stope design layouts and
development of mining schedules is in progress.
The Company has secured concentrate sales offtake agreements for 100% of concentrate
production for the first three years of operation with reputable international companies.
Up to 70% of concentrate will be sold to LSX listed Polymetal Group and 30% to
International trading group Trafigura (see ASX announcements 2 March 2020 for
Trafigura and 31 March for the Polymetal Group). The terms of these sales agreements
are confidential but are along the following terms:•

Concentrate grade will be between 50g/t Au and 80g/t Au.

•

Gold payables including treatment costs and transport is approximately 80% of the
gold spot price.

The potential for the discovery of additional high grade shoots such as the historically
mined Bulletin area (900,000oz at 8g/t Au) remains good at depth. Deeper drilling to
define Stage 2 Resources will test this concept.

Stage 1 Update and Valuation
As stated by the Company, the Stage 1 production rate is planned to be 750ktpa with
metallurgical recoveries to concentrate of 88% at a mass pull of 8% resulting in a
concentrate grade of at least 50g/t Au.
As mentioned previously, detailed mine design and scheduling for Stage 1 is in progress
and is expected to be completed before the end of the year. Development will focus
initially in the first 600 vertical metres at the Bulletin, Happy Jack, and Essex areas. These
areas are dewatered and are close to existing development, allowing rapid ramp up in
production. Production from these areas will underpin the staged sulphide development
and provide access to future production areas as the ongoing resource drilling program
confirms and converts Inferred Mineral Resource to the Indicated Mineral Resource
category.
AMC is investigating stoping methods. Indications confirm that the majority of stopes
will be mined by longhole open stoping.
Murray Engineering has been contracted to supply and maintain the mine fleet for current
production, associated development and stoping. Byrnecut Contractors has been
engaged to provide equipment and personnel for existing development rehabilitation and
new development for resource/reserve drill out programs and production from new mine
areas. The first development crew from Byrnecut is expected to be mobilised in Q4 2020.
Dewatering of open pit voids and underground workings has been progressing.
Underground dewatering and rehabilitation for the first three or four years of production
during Stage 1 has been completed.
The Happy Jack South decline access and the new Essex decline portal position have
been reached. Rehabilitation and dewatering of the Happy Jack South workings is
underway. Dewatering of the large East Pit is expected to reach the first of three existing
decline portals by year end 2020, which will allow dewatering of the East and West Lodes
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in the Wiluna South deposit. Underground dewatering of the Bulletin, Woodley and
Burgundy-Calais areas is also progressing ahead of planned deeper resource drilling
locations.
The first stage in the sulphide development plan will utilise the existing crushing and
grinding circuits to provide feed to the new flotation circuit. Considerable work has been
completed to ready the crushing circuit for processing of fresh underground ore feed,
including replacement of the secondary cone crusher and refurbishment of the rod mill.
These changes to the comminution circuit have recently been tested on fresh ore feed to
confirm their performance on harder ore at the desired plant throughput rate.
The new tailings storage facility (TSF K) stage 1 construction has been completed and
the facility has been commissioned. Design of TSF K stage 2 has been completed and
the permitting process commenced.
WMX has entered into an EPC contract with GR Engineering Services Limited (GRES).
GRES has estimated a schedule for the construction and commissioning of the flotation
plant (Table 2).
The capital cost estimate for Stage is $81M (Table 3).
Table 2 : Stage 1 Process Plant Timeline
Item
Award
of
Design
Construction Contract
Unconstrained
commencement

Date

and

2 December 2020

project

2 December 2020

Long
lead
equipment
(Concentrate
Filter
and
Flotation Cells) orders placed

13 December 2020

Site access available and
establishment of Site facilities

6 January 2021

Commencement of concrete
installations

4 March 2021

Commencement of structural,
mechanical,
piping,
and
electrical installation

29 April 2021

Commencement
commissioning

of

dry

2 September 2021

Practical
completion
commencement
of
commissioning

and
ore

20 October 2021

Source : WMX Press Release
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Table 3 : Stage 1 Capital Cost Estimate Summary
Item
Cost
Concentrator

$26 million

Pre-production Underground
Mine activities/infrastructure
development

$37 million

Drilling

$9 million

Feasibility

$2 million

Contingency (10%)

$7 million

Total cost

$81 million

Source : WMX Press Release
Note that WMX has spent approximately $20M of the capital cost estimate, mostly on
the mill refurbishment and TSF construction. In addition, the Company is planning an
underground drilling program to upgrade Resources and define approximately 1.6Moz in
Reserves ahead of the Stage 2 expansion. This program comprises $16.8M drilling costs
over 36 months and $14.7M underground rehabilitation costs over 24 months.
In order to derive an NPV based value for the project, Arlington has developed a Stage
1 project cash flow model using the inputs listed in Table 4. Note that the model assumes
that all mill feed is sourced from underground apart from the open pit component for
the remainder of 2020. The 80% payability for gold in concentrate includes arsenic
penalties plus the cost of transport and sales. At the proposed reserve grade and a mass
pull of 8%, the concentrate grade will be 51.7g/t Au.
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Table 4 : Input Summary for Stage 1 Model
Item
Production Rate
Reserve Tonnes
Reserve Grade
Metallurgical Recovery
Mass Pull
Payability
Operating Costs Mining
Operating Costs Processing
G&A
Initial Capital Cost
Sustaining Capital

Value
750,000tpa
5.5Mt
4.7g/t Au
88%
8%
80%
$90/t
$39/t
$5/t
$61M plus drilling program
$5Mpa after 2 years

Source
WMX guidance
WMX guidance
WMX guidance
WMX guidance
WMX guidance
PFS
WMX guidance, benchmarking
PFS and current costs
Estimate
PFS and WMX guidance
Estimate

The model generates the following outputs:•

Mine Life

7 years

•

Gold produced (pa)

99,738oz

•

Gold produced (LOM)

764,000oz

•

Annual net pre-tax cash flow

$80M

•

AISC

$1,620/oz

•

NPV8

$319M

Mining costs were benchmarked against the similar Jundee operation, which has an
underground reserve grade of approximately 4.5g/t Au and which uses longhole open
stoping as the main ore extraction method at a rate of 1.8Mtpa.
Potential Upside and Exploration Targets
As mentioned previously, WMX plans to increase production from underground to
250,000ozpa (Stage 2) and is undertaking major drilling and underground dewatering and
rehabilitation programs to support this. It is anticipated that sufficient reserves will be
defined by drilling to enable a significant increase in production by early 2024.
The Company is planning an underground drilling program to upgrade Resources and
define approximately 1.6Moz in Reserves ahead of the Stage 2 expansion. The Company
plans to utilise up to eight drill rigs to target the sulphide mineralisation to 1,200m
vertically. The Wiluna Mining centre has five existing access declines over 4.5km of strike
and multiple parallel lodes which allow synergies in accessing and drilling deeper targets.
For this reason the deployment of eight drill rigs underground through 2021 seems
feasible which could deliver the resources to support the Stage 2 expansion. From this,
Reserves containing 1.5Moz gold could then be defined that would underpin the
expansion to 250Kozpa gold production. The key challenges would be the logistical
requirements for the drilling and the development of a mining plan which would integrate
production from several underground deposits. Capital cost estimates have yet to be
developed for Stage 2.
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The Stage 2 development represents significant upside and will result in a material
increase in the value of the Company.
Feasibility work to form the basis of the Stage 2 expansion is at an early stage. Arlington
has, however, attempted to develop a financial model that incorporates a Stage 2
expansion commencing in 2024 at a production rate of 1.5Mtpa and a mine life of 10
years at a gold price of $2,500/oz. All dollar amounts are in Australian Dollars. This
conceptual model has the following outcomes:•

Mine Life

12 years

•

Gold produced (pa)

200,000oz

•

Gold produced (LOM)

2.2Moz

•

Annual net pre-tax cash flow

$160M

•

AISC

$1,600/oz

•

NPV8

$673M

WMX has indicated that Stage 2 would ramp up to annual production of 250,000oz. The
production rate our model has been set at 1.5Mtpa which results in production of
approximately 200,000ozpa. If the throughput rate is ramped up to 1.8Mtpa, annual gold
production at the same grade is approximately 225,000oz and the NPV8 would increase
to $740M. It should be noted that 1.8Mtpa extraction from underground using longhole
open stoping is a relatively large production profile that may not be readily achievable.
Given that no Reserves have been estimated for Stage 2, Arlington has selected 1.5Mtpa
as a conservative and sensible base case.
The key to Stage 2 will be the ability to define sufficient Reserves ahead of mining (say 4
years). Drilling programs from underground will be completed to achieve this. Given
that the planned drill program is expected to define 1.6Moz in Reserves, this appears
readily achievable. Reserves will have to be replaced as depleted in order to maintain the
four year buffer, which will require the addition of 1.5Mtpa into Reserves on an annual
basis (approximately 225,000oz at the Reserve grade of 4.7g/t Au. This implies a required
annual drilling expenditure for Reserve definition of $7M. Arlington has used $10m as
an annual drilling cost in its modelling.
We have derived an NAV for WMX for Stage 1 ($347M or $2.80 per share) and Stage 2
($630M or $4.33 per share). Model available on request.
The Company has defined several Exploration Targets below existing resources that will
be drilled out to Indicated Resource status (Figure 7 and Table 5). The targets have been
generated by assuming that gold endowment (historical production and current
Resources) in higher grade areas can be extrapolated down plunge at similar grades. This
is a reasonable assumption that is supported by some deeper drill intercepts, and results
in a total of 7Moz in the Exploration Targets. Given that the total endowment of the
Wiluna Mining Centre to a depth of approximately 600m is 10Moz, the Exploration
Target figure is considered realistic.
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It is also reasonable to assume that 3Moz of this material can be converted into Reserves
assuming a more or less 50% Resource to Reserve conversion rate. It should be noted
that the Reserve grade could be materially increased if another high grade shoot such as
Bulletin can be defined at depth.
Table 5 : Wiluna Mining Centre Stage 2 Exploration Targets

Source : WMX release
Figure 7 : Long Sections showing Relative Locations of Exploration Targets for
Stage 2 Reserves at the Wiluna Mining Centre.

Source : WMX
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The Wiluna gold system has a currently defined endowment of approximately 10,000
ounces per vertical metre. Drilling to date has been carried out to approximately 600m
depth along a combined strike length of approximately 10km on three main gold
structures. Historical mining to 1,000m below surface and drilling to 1,200m below
surface indicate that the mineralised zones remain open at these depths, representing
considerable opportunities for further growth of Resources (Figure 8). In addition, the
gold endowment of cross cutting structures both within the main mineralisation and
peripheral to it has been insufficiently assessed. The potential for both high grade lode
structures as previously interpreted and exploited and for wider shear zones with the
potential for bulk mining methods has yet to be fully tested. An orientation seismic
survey is planned for early 2021with a view to defining potentially mineralised structures
at depth and to assist with target definition for the deeper drilling.
Figure 8 : Long Section showing Depth Potential at Wiluna Mining Centre

Source : Modified from WMX Press Release
The depth potential at the Wiluna Mining Centre (Stage 2 and deeper) undoubtedly
represents a significant opportunity to define a very large Resource as mining progresses,
suggesting that the project will have a long mine life and could potentially expand the
production profile significantly provided that sufficient mining areas were concurrently
accessible. The Exploration Targets alone account for some 7Moz, and this amount could
be doubled as drilling progresses deeper and along strike. If high grade shoots containing
gold grades of 8g/t Au such as those mined historically are also discovered, the Reserve
grade and contained gold could increase materially.
Additional Reserves are also expected be developed as Inferred Resources are upgraded to
Indicated Resources at shallow levels (<600m) as shoot definition drilling continues. A
good example of this is at the Bulletin area, where numerous high grade intercepts proximal
to existing underground development have been obtained by infill drilling the current
Inferred Resources (Figure 9).
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Figure 9 : Long Section showing Infill Drilling Results at Bulletin

Source : WMX Press Release
Numerous high-grade intercepts have been received after the June 30 data cut off for the
updated Resource estimate that fall outside the current Resource boundaries (ASX
releases dated 2 and 22 September). These intercepts confirm that the high grade areas
are open along strike as well as at depth and include the following:•

Essex

4.00m at 17.47g/t Au

•

Calvert

3.85m at 9.30g/t Au
8m at 5.11g/t Au
9.45m at 8.70g/t Au

•

Bulletin

19.56m at 6.15g/t Au
12m at 12.08g/t Au
12m at 7.29g/t Au
10m at 7.21g/t Au.

•

East Lode

4.35m at 16.76 g/t Au.

Given these results and the potential at depth below the current Resource drilling, it is
very likely that the overall Reserve grade to be reported by WMX in January 2021 will be
higher than the Reserve grade used for our financial modelling and the financial models
reported here should be considered conservative in approach.
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In addition, the Wiluna Tailings are available for processing. The tailings contain some
600,000oz of gold and (according to test work) do not require further grinding, thus
representing a low cost processing option.
Other alternate ore sources available in the short term include the Williamson deposit at
the Lake Way Mining Centre where drilling success at depth and along strike could
generate significant open pittable Resource tonnes, particularly if mineralisation can be
traced to the Carrol and Prior deposits to the west. Drill intercepts in this area have
included 6m at 9.90g/t Au, 11m at 11.17g/t Au, 19m at 3,23g/t Au and 18m at 2.76g/t
Au. The Company plans to continue drilling at the Lake Way Mining Centre (including
the Williamson deposit) during 2021 with a view to generating Reserves for feed to the
free milling circuit during Stage 2.
Other exploration targets include the Regent Mining Centre and the Lake Way Mining
Centre. The structural setting at Regent is interpreted to be very similar to that at the
Wiluna Mining Centre (Figure 10) and there is potential for the definition of a large
mineralised system with free milling open pit material underlain by fresh sulphide
mineralisation. Drill intercepts in sulphide mineralisation at depth have included 24m at
5.9g/t Au, 8m at 6.1g/t Au and 15m at 5.08g/t Au. Exploration drilling is planned to
continue at the Regent Mining Centre.
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Figure 10 : Plan showing Structural Setting of Regent Ming Centre

Source : WMX Press Release
Overall, the upside to the Wiluna Gold Project is very good. There is obvious potential
to define a large and significant Resource below the current level of drilling and there is
good potential for additional Reserves to be defined at shallow levels proximal to existing
workings.
In addition, there are other ore sources available to the Project in the short term, including
the Wiluna Tailings and an expanded Williamson open pit. Resources could also be
readily defined at the Regent Mining Centre.
More regional exploration will include prospecting along 16km of strike of the
Perseverance Fault by drilling 400m spaced lines of air core holes. The Perseverance
Fault represents a large scale deep crustal structure and is associated with known
mineralisation along its length (Figure 11).
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Figure 11 : Plan showing Regional Exploration Targets

Source : WMX Press Release
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This note is a marketing communication and NOT independent research. As such, it has not been prepared in
accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and this note is
NOT subject to the prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
Not an offer to buy or sell:
Under no circumstances is this note to be construed to be an offer to buy or sell or deal in any security and/or
derivative instruments. It is not an initiation or an inducement to engage in investment activity under section 21 of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
Note prepared in good faith and in reliance on publicly available information:
Comments made in this note have been arrived at in good faith and are based, at least in part, on current public
information that Arlington considers reliable, but which it does not represent to be accurate or complete, and it should
not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, forecasts and estimates contained in this document are current
as of the date of this document and are subject to change without prior notification. No representation or warranty
either actual or implied is made as to the accuracy, precision, completeness or correctness of the statements, opinions
and judgements contained in this document.
Arlington’s and related interests:
The approved persons who produced this note may be directors, employees and/or associates of Arlington. Arlington
and/or its employees and/or directors and associates may or may not hold shares, warrants, options, other derivative
instruments or other financial interests in Wiluna Mining Corporation and reserve the right to acquire, hold or
dispose of such positions in the future and without prior notification to Wiluna Mining Corporation or any other
person.
Information purposes only:
This document is intended to be for background information purposes only and should be treated as such. This note
is furnished on the basis and understanding that Arlington is under no responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect
thereof, to Wiluna, or any other person.
Investment Risk Warning:
The value of any potential investment made in relation to companies mentioned in this document may rise or fall and
sums realised may be less than those originally invested. Any reference to past performance should not be construed
as being a guide to future performance.
Investment in small companies, and especially mineral exploration companies, carries a high degree of risk and
investment in the companies or minerals mentioned in this document may be affected by related currency variations.
Changes in the pricing of related currencies and or commodities mentioned in this document may have an adverse
effect on the value, price or income of the investment.
Distribution:
This note is not for public distribution, nor for distribution to, or to be used by, or to be relied upon by any person
other than the Company. Without limiting the foregoing, this note may not be distributed to any persons (or groups
of persons), to whom such distribution would contravene the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 or would
constitute a contravention of the corresponding statute or statutory instrument in any other jurisdiction.
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Disclaimer
This report has been forwarded to you solely for information and should not be considered as an offer or solicitation
of an offer to sell, buy or subscribe to any securities or any derivative instrument or any other rights pertaining thereto
(“financial instruments”). This report is intended for use by professional and business investors only. This report may
not be reproduced without the consent of Arlington Group Asset Management Limited.
The information and opinions expressed in this report have been compiled from sources believed to be reliable but,
neither Arlington Group Asset Management Limited, nor any of its directors, officers, or employees accepts liability
from any loss arising from the use hereof or makes any representations as to its accuracy and completeness. Any
opinions, forecasts or estimates herein constitute a judgement as at the date of this report. There can be no assurance
that future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates. Past performance should
not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or
implied is made regarding future performance. This information is subject to change without notice, its accuracy is
not guaranteed, it may be incomplete or condensed and it may not contain all material information concerning the
company and its subsidiaries. Arlington is not agreeing to nor is it required to update the opinions, forecasts or
estimates contained herein.
The value of any securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise. Foreign currency
denominated securities and financial instruments are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive
or adverse effect on the value, price or income of such securities or financial instruments. Certain transactions,
including those involving futures, options and other derivative instruments, can give rise to substantial risk and are
not suitable for all investors. This report does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation
and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this report.
The value of any securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise. Foreign currency
denominated securities and financial instruments are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive
or adverse effect on the value, price or income of such securities or financial instruments. Certain transactions,
including those involving futures, options & other derivative instruments, can give rise to substantial risk & are not
suitable for all investors. This report does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation and
the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this report. Investors should seek financial advice
regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities, financial instrument or investment strategies discussed in
this report.
Arlington Group Asset Management Limited (or its directors, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by
law, own or have a position in the securities or financial instruments (including derivative instruments or any other
rights pertaining thereto) of any company or related company referred to herein, and may add to or dispose of any
such position or may make a market or act as principle in any transaction in such securities or financial instruments.
Directors of Arlington Group Asset Management Limited may also be directors of any of the companies mentioned
in this report. Arlington Group Asset Management Limited may from time to time provide or solicit investment
banking or other financial services to, for or from any company referred to herein. Arlington Group Asset
Management Limited (or its directors, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by law, act upon or use the
information or opinions presented herein, or research or analysis on which they are based prior to the material being
published.
To our readers in the United Kingdom, this report has been issued by Arlington Group Asset Management Limited,
a firm authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This report is not for distribution to private
customers.
This report is not intended for use by, or distribution to, US corporations that do not meet the definition of a major
US institutional investor in the United States or for use by any citizen or resident of the United States.
This publication is confidential for the information of the addressee only and may not be reproduced in whole or in
part, copies circulated, or disclosed to another party, without the prior written consent of Arlington Group Asset
Management Limited. Securities referred to in this research report may not be eligible for sale in those jurisdictions
where Arlington Group Asset Management Limited is not authorised or permitted by local law to do so. In particular,
Arlington Group Asset Management Limited does not allow the redistribution of this report to non-professional
investors and cannot be held responsible in any way for third parties who affect such redistribution. © 2020
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